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Motivated by an analogous attempt to construct the modules for the projective representations 
of the symmetric groups, we define functors from S,,-modules to S,, ,-modules, one for each k. 
whose iterations yield the linear irreducibles. The homological construction is based on an 
alternating sum formula of Bernstein. The combinatorial description of the Specht modules is 
then rederived. 
1. Introduction and main results 
Let S, be the symmetric group on { 1, . . , k}, and let A be any commutative 
ring with 1. Let V be a left module over the group ring A[S,]. Define a module 
S,,,(V) over A[S,+,?] for each n 2 0 as follows. 
First choose, for each XC {1,2, . . . , n + k} with #X = n, an element yx E 
Sk+,! with y,{k + 1,. . , k + n} = X. Thus the 7x give a complete set of left coset 
representatives for the Young subgroup S, x S,, of S, +,l. Similarly choose coset 
representatives yv for S, ~, X S,, + , indexed by sets Y of cardinality n + 1. 
Now define the A[S,+,,]-module 9,,,,,(V) to be the A-module 
V@, Span,{X: XC (1,. . , n + k}, #X= n} 
with the following action of (T E Sk+,z: 
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where rL : S, x S,, + S, is left projection. Similarly, define 3,,,,(V) to be 
with (T.(u@ Y) = [~~_,(r,;; ~7~) . u] @ a(Y). Now define 
d,(U@ y> = c [~~(Y,:,P,.).~,~,(P,‘YY).Ul~3(Y\Y) 3 
VEY 
where, for each y E Y, & is any element of S,_,, for which 
p> = yv mod S,_, X S,,,, . pv = yY,Y mod S, X S,, . 
Equivalently Pv(k) = y and p, {k + 1, . . , k + n} = Y\y. It is elementary to 
check that 3’,,,,,(V) and 9,,,,(V) are well defined A[S,+,,]-modules, and that a, is 
an A[S,+,,]-map, independent of h . c oices of /3,. All three depend on the choice of 
coset representatives, but a different choice yields isomorphic objects. 
Definition. g,,(V) = cokernel of a,. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that A is a field of characteristic zero, and that V is the 
irreducible S, -representation customarily indexed by the partition k, L k2 L . . 2 k, 
of k. If n>k,, then 3,,,(V) is the irreducible S,,+,-representation indexed by 
(n, k,, . . , k,). 
We may start with the empty partition and 1= 0. Thus { %,,,} is a sequence of 
functors which iteratively gives a ‘homological’ construction for all the irreducible 
complex symmetric group representations, in contrast with the usual combinatori- 
al construction [l]. More explicitly, V above is %k,3k +. . %A (C) for the S,,- 
representation @. In this section, we state some other results and deduce 
Theorem 1 .l from them. The line of proof is not unattractive. However the 
technical results needed do not have memorable proofs, so this construction is not 
put forward on the grounds of its simplicity. The work was undertaken to help 
understand an analogous construction for the projective representations of S,, and 
A II . 
The theorem depends on a formula of Bernstein [5, p. 691. His formula asserts 
that the irreducible representation indexed by (k,, . . , k,) is B,,B,, . . . B,(l), 
where B, is the operator on the graded ring @F=,, R(S,) given by Bk(x) = 
c,_+, (El)‘e,+,f;(x). H ere e, (resp. fi) is the class of the trivial (resp. alternating) 
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l-dimensional representation of S,, and the operator z’ is defined using the usual 
inner product by (z-(x), y) = (x, yz). 
Now suppose given a (nonnegatively indexed) chain complex 
where each C, is an A[S,]-module and each a, is an A[S,]-map. Then, assuming 
Ci = 0 for i 9 0, the elementary algebraic fact behind the Euler characteristic 
yields 
in R(S,), where [C] denotes the class of the module C in the representation ring 
R(S,). Thus if x E R(S,_,,) and if, for each i, [C,] = e,)+,f,+(~), then B,Z(x) is the 
element in the equation above. Finally, if it also happens that the chain complex 
is exact at C, for all i 2 1, we see that B,l(x) is the class of the module C,,/ Im a,. It 
is now clear that Theorem 1.1 follows from the next result. 
Theorem 1.2. For all A and all n, there is a furzctor 9,, which takes A[S,]-modules 
V to chain complexes of A[S, +,,I-modules: 
q,(v) = [B ,,,,, (V&B ,,,, (V)~q7(V)+-~~ .I) 
and which has the following properties when A is a field of characteristic zero. 
(i) For all n, i ad V, [B,,,,(V)] = e,,+,f ,‘([Vl). 
(ii) If(k, 2 k, 2. . 
(k,,k?,.. - 
.) 1 k and W is the irreducible S,-representation indexed by 
.), then B,,(W) LY exact at 93,,,,(W) for all i 2 1 and all n 2 k, - 1. (For 
Theorem 1.1, this is not needed when n = k, - 1; in fact, 9,_, ~, ( W) = 0.) 
(iii) The maps ~3, in B,,(V) and in the third paragraph earlier agree with each 
other up to isomorphism. 
In Section 2, we give some constructions for induced modules, and define 
B,,(V), generalizing the paragraphs before Theorem 1.1. Parts (i) and (iii) of 
Theorem 1.2 follow immediately. 
In Sections 3 and 4, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is completed. In what follows 
here, we reduce Theorem 1.2(ii) to one special case plus some further general 
properties of a,,. Thus, for the remainder of this section, %,, refers to the functor 
of Theorem 1.2 (or the reader may prefer to skip ahead to Section 2 for its 
definition). 
To say %‘,,I/ is exact means of course that it is exact at B,,.,(V) for all i 2 1. 
More technically, thinking of ‘BV’ as the sequence {%‘,,V} (although it will be 
only used as a convenient phraseology): 
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Definition. We say that % V is n-exact if and only if (i) and (ii) below hold: 
(i) %,, +A V is exact for all k 2 0; 
(ii) for all i > k 2 1, B,,_kV is exact at %l,,P,,,(V). 
(Recall that B,,,V will be defined for negative m, as well as positive m.) 
The special case of Theorem 1.2(ii) which we verify directly is to take W = F, , 
where [F,] = f,. This is the irreducible indexed by (1, 1, , 1) k s. By identify- 
ing B,,F, with part of a well-known chain complex from topology, we shall prove 
slightly more, namely: 
Lemma 3.1. SIF, is O-exact. 
We shall use the notation V,#V2 for the representation of S,,,,,,, obtained by 
inducing the representation V, C3 Vz of S,,, x S,, . The reader familiar with [2] 
should note that this is nor the notation of James and Kerber; they use V, # V7 for 
V, NV, above when V, and V, are irreducible. See Section 2 for a detailed 
description of V, # V,. The two general results we need are the following: 
Lemma 4.8. If 9lV is n-exact, then %‘(V # F,) is (n + l)-exuct for all s. 
Lemma 4.9. If Vg V, CB V2, then %,,V^- %‘,,V, G3 %l,,V? as chain complexes. 
Now Theorem 1.2(ii) can be readily deduced from Lemmas 3.1, 4.8 and 4.9. In 
fact, we prove more: %‘(W) is (k, - I)-exact if W is the irreducible indexed by 
(k, 2 k, 2 . . .). It is well known that W occurs as a constituent of F,, # F,, # . . . 
# F,,, , where (s, , . . . . So,) is the partition conjugate to (k,, k,, . .). By Lemma 
4.9 and the fact that a direct summand of an exact complex is exact, it suffices to 
prove that %‘(F,, #. . # F,k) is (k - l)- exact. But this is immediate by induction 
on k from Lemmas 3.1 and 4.8. 
The proofs of Lemmas 3.1, 4.8 and 4.9 are in Sections 3 and 4. 
In Section 5, we re-derive the combinatorial description of the Specht modules. 
2. Definition of .BB,(V) 
In this section we work over an arbitrary commutative ring A with 1. Let W and 
W’ be modules over A[S,,] and A[,‘?,,.], so that W RA W’ is a module over 
A[S,, x S,,.]. Let 
!Y(n, n’) = {(X, X’): #X = n, #X’ = n’, 
XUX’={l,2 ,... ,n+n’}}. 
Choose ‘yx.x, E S,,,,,. so that 3/~,~,{1,. . , n} =X, and hence yxxz{n + 1.. . . , 
n + n’} = X’. Define W # W’ as an A-module to be 
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W C3A W’ @A Span,P(n, n’) . 
Make W # W’ into an A[S,,+,, J-module by defining, for (T E S,, +,), 
a~[w@w’@(X, X’)] 
= h,(Y,T;,,x~~Yxx~)~ Wl~[7T,:.(Y~~~~,x.(TYXX,). w'l@(aX, ax’> 1 
where n,, : S,, X S+ + S,, and rr,T. : S,, x S,:. + S,:, are the projections. Note that 
-1 
Y CXrrX cyxx, E S,, x S,:, so the right-hand side of the formula makes sense. In fact 
it uses the usual action of S,, x S,:. on the first two factors W @ W’, SO simplifies to 
KY<LX ,ay,,.).(w@ w’)]@((TX, ax’). 
In later calculations, the earlier formula is less confusing to work with. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) The module W # W’ is well defined. 
(ii) It is the module induced from W @ W’. 
(iii) Up to isomorphism, W # W’ is independent of the choice of coset repre- 
sentatives yx,x.. 
(iv) A natural isomorphism 
from the module using { y,,,} to that using another choice {A,,.} is determined by 
(v) Wehave@(y,y)=l and ~(~,A)o~(~,Y)=~(~,Y). 
Proof. For (i) we need only note that the action formula is linear in w and in w’, 
and easily calculate that (a*) 0 ((T’.) = ((~a’). and that id. = id. By the definition of 
induced representations [4], (ii) follows by noting that 
{W@W’@({l,. , n}, {n + 1,. , n + n’}): w E W, w’E W’) 
spans an S,, x S,,,-invariant subspace of W # W’ which is isomorphic to W C3 W’, 
and that W # W’ is the A-direct sum of the A-submodules spanned by 
{w @ w’@(X, X’): w E W, w’ E W’}, which are permuted transitively by the 
yxx,. Either (ii) or (iv) immediately implies (iii). The proof of (iv) is straight- 
forward, and the proof of (v) is trivial. 0 
There is a notational redundancy in using both X and X’; this will be justified in 
the calculations of Section 4. Let us adopt a briefer notation in the special case 
where W’ = E, := the free A-module of rank 1 with S, acting trivially (so n’ = k). 
We can drop both w’ and X from the notation, so that, up to a canonical 
isomorphism, 
with S,,+X-action 
The canonical isomorphism identifies w @ X’ with w 63 e @ (X, X’) for some 
canonical generator e of E, and X = { 1, . . , n + k}\X’. By convention, E, and 
W # E, are both the zero module for negative k. 
Given an A[S,]-module V, define, for 0 5 k 5 1, 
F; V= {u E V: (T. u = (sgn a)u for all (T E 1 X S; C S,_, X S: C S,} . 
Clearly V. (Ft V) C Fib’ for all u E S,_, X 1 C S,_, X S: C S,, so FtV is an 
A[S,_,]-module. By convention, F:V= 0 if k > I or k < 0. 
For k r 0, let FL denote the free A-module on one generator with S, acting by 
cr. u = (sgn a)~. When A is a field of characteristic zero, it is evident that 
[F,l =fic’ [F:VI =f:Wl>. F or g eneral A, we clearly have F; F, = Fimh, F,, = E,, 
and F, = E,. Also Fk 7 E, for k > 1 if 2 # 0 in A. By convention, FL is the zero 
module for k < 0. 
Definition. For all integers n, all i 2 0, and all A[S,]-modules V. define 
9 ,,,, V= F,‘(V)# E,,+; > 
which is an A[S,+,,]-module. 
Definition. For n 2 0 and 15 i 5 I, define 
ai : 243 l,., (V>-+ f%,.,-,(V) 
where u E F,’ V, X’ C { 1,2, . . , n+l}, #X’=n+i, X={l.Z ,...) n-tf}\X’, 
and for each x E X’, p, E S,, +, is any choice for which 
P, = Yx.x, mod S,_, X S,,,, , 
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and 
thatis,P,(I-i+l)=xand/3,{1...., I - i} = X. For i > I, B,,,,(V) = 0 and a, is 
the zero map. In the more expansive notation for F:V # E,,,,, 
d,[u@e@(X, X’)] 
= J, bL+l(Y.L~\* xP).~,~,(P,‘y,,,).u]~e~(XUx,X’\x). 
Note that the explicit choice of yXX, in force from Section 3 onwards makes the 
formula for a, simpler. 
Proposition 2.2. (i) The above gives a well-defined map a, of A[S,+,,]-modules, 
independent of the choices of p,. 
(ii) For all i 2 2, a,_, od, is the zero map. 
Proof. (i) Since @h’yXX.~S,_, x S,,., and Y~~.~.~,,.~P,~~,~,+,x~,,,,~,, each 
term in the formula is meaningful and is easily seen to lie in F,‘_ ,V # E,,+,_ r. If b., 
were another choice in place of /3,, we have, since P,‘b, E s,_, X 1 X S,r+i-, , 
as required. 
Finally, to prove that 61, commutes with the action of S,+,, , let CT E S,+,,, choose 
p, as above and let p,,(,, = up,. We find, dropping the first subscript from each y, 
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These formulae agree, the group element acting on u in both cases reducing to 
(ii) Calculating rImI a, (U 8X’) we obtain 
where, for choices {p,} for a, and {a,} for a,-,, 
with 
But we may choose (Y,, = p, mapping l-i+1 to a, f-i+2 to b and {I-i+ 
3, . . ,} to X’\{a, b}. Then choose cy, = PI, = p,r = (~~7 where T is the transposi- 
tion (I - i + 1 l- i + 2). Then 0 reduces to &,5 + @T_,+~(T)~T,_~(T)$ = &!J + 
&Y/I, with 4 = ~T,_~+~(Y;‘P~,), $J = ?T~,( p~~‘~,,). But T E 1 X s,:,, aCtS as sgn T = 
-1 on F,‘V, so 0~u=~~~u+(-l)~~~u=O, as required. 0 
It is now clear that we have constructed a chain complex S,,(V) which satisfies 
Theorem 1.2(i) and (iii). 
Making 93,, into a functor will be left to the reader (see Proposition 4.1). 
The reader may wish to show that 9,,(V) 1s independent up to isomorphism of 
the choice of ‘yx,x,. Beginning now we shall make an explicit choice which 
simplifies the details of the proofs. We have treated the general case above partly 
because it seems that this technique for constructing modules will be applicable to 
other families of groups for which the PSH-algebra approach works at the 
Grothendieck group level; for example, the finite general linear groups and both 
the linear and projective representations of monomial groups. 
3. BF, is O-exact 
For the remainder of this paper, we fix the following choice for Y~,~,. For any 
set T of integers, let 
be the unique order-preserving bijection. Given (X, X’) with #X= a, #X’ = b 
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and xu X’ = {1,2,. . , a + b}, define ‘/x.x, E Sr,+h bY 
Yx,Y( i) = 1 Lx(i) 
if j%a, 
~~,(j-a) if j>a. 
With this choice, the ‘coefficient’ in the definition of a, has a simple form: 
where, for a < b, cy[a, b] is the cycle (a a + 1.. . b - 1 b), and cy[a, a] is the 
identity. 
Now we shall calculate 9?,,F, and show that it is exact everywhere, with the one 
exception that for s L 0, ?J_,YF, has the nonzero module E,, in the sth position and 
the zero module in all other positions. Since, for 0 5 i 5 S, F,+f’, = F’_; is free 
over A of rank 1 with the sign action, 93,,,j(F,) may be identified with the free 
A-module 
Span,{X’ : X’ C {1,2,. , n + s}, #x’ = n + i} 
Calculating ai, it is easily seen that 
%,(F,) = %,.i+,(F,+,) = . . . = ~K,.,,(Fs+,,) ) 
with the same boundary map on each. In effect, %,,(F,) is obtained by starting 
with the nth term in C%&,(F,,,,) and reducing indices by n (with suitable interpreta- 
tion for n < 0). 
Lemma 3.1. %‘(F,) is O-exact. 
Proof. It remains only 
in its natural order: 
to check that 3,,(F,) is exact when s > 0. Now list each X’ 
X’ = {x,, . 
with xi < xi+, for all j 
. 3 x;} c {1,2,. . . ) s} 
The boundary map is 
Ix,, . . . , xi> - i: sgn CY[ LXL,(x,), s - i + 11(x,, . . . ,i,, . . . ,x,} ,
/=I 
where ii means ‘omit x,‘. 
(_l)x,+h+t+j+l. 
It is easily seen that the sign of cy[~iL,,(x,), s - i + l] is 
But now this chain complex is isomorphic, using the chain 
isomorphism determined by 
ix,, . . . ) x,} H(-l)(‘i’)+xl+...+x,{X,, . . . ) x;} ) 
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to the complex with the same groups, and the boundary map 
{x,, .. . , x,} ++ i (-l)‘+‘{x,, . , i,, . . )X,} . 
,=I 
This latter complex, after subtracting 1 from all indices, is the simplicial chain 
complex for calculating fii,(K; A), where K is the ordered simplex of dimension 
(s - 1) with vertices 1,2, . . . , s in their natural order. The simplex triangulates a 
contractible space, so has zero reduced homology in all dimensions. Thus the 
chain complex is exact, proving Lemma 3.1. 0 
4. Proofs of Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 
From Proposition 4.4 onwards we assume A is a field of characteristic zero, and 
from Proposition 4.2 onwards we use the yx,xZ specified at the beginning of 
Section 3. 
One can make # into a functor in the obvious way as follows. Given maps 
a:V-+W and a’:V’-+W 
of A[S,,]- (resp. A[S,,.]-) modules, define 
a#a’:V#V’+W#W’ 
by 
v @ u’ ‘8 (X, X’) - a(v) @ (Y’(v’) c3 (X, X’) . 
Proposition 4.1. The map (Y # (Y ’ is a well-defined map of A[ S,,,,, ,] -modules. 
Proof. The given formula is A-linear in v and in v’, so one need only check that 
cy #a’ commutes with the action of c E S,,+,,. on v @ u’@(X, X’), an easy 
calculation. 0 
Next define c = cW,W! : W#W’-+W’#W by C[w@w’@(X,X’)]= 
w’ @ w @ (X’, X). It is an easy calculation using our specific ~~,x~ to check that C 
commutes with the action of S,,,,. Since C,,.,, is evidently the inverse of (I’,._,,., 
we have the following: 
Proposition 4.2. The map C is a well-defined isomorphism of A [ S,, +,, ,] - 
modules. 0 
Next we need explicit associativity for #. For this it is convenient to have an 
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unbracketed object W, # W, # W,. More generally, given [W,] E R(S,,,) for 1 5 
i 5 1, one can define the A-module 
W,# W?#.. . # w, = w, mA . . .(%A W,@* Span,49(n,, . . , n,) , 
where 
P(n,, . . n,) 
(X,, . . ,X,): #X, = n, andUX,={l.2,. ,cn,j). 
, 
Make W, # ‘. . # W, into an A[S,,+...+,,, ]-module, depending on coset representa- 
tives 7x,... .x1 for the subgroup S,,, x . . . x S,,, of S,,,.... +,II, by 
cr.[W,@‘. .@w,@(X,,. . . ,X,)1 
= Kr2, ..<,rx,TY,.. .A, ).(w,@‘...@w,)]@((TX,, . , ax,). 
Details of the generalization of Proposition 2.1 will be left to the reader. We shall 
make the following definite choice of coset representatives: 
75,. .x,(i) = L,& - nl - n2 -. . . - v,) 
ifn, +...+n,_,<jSM, +...+MI,. 
Now define maps as follows: 
L:(w#w’)#w”~w#w’#w”, 
[w@ w’@(Y, Y’)]@ w”@(Z, z++ w @ w’ 8 w”@ (+Y, +Y’, Z’) ) 
R: W#(W’#W”)+W#W’#W”, 
{w@[w’@ w”@(X’, X”)]}@(T. T’) 
142 w C3 w’ @ w”@ (T, lT.X’) +xI)) 
The following is proved by straightforward but somewhat tedious calculation. 
Proposition 4.3. For modules W, W ‘, W” over A [ S,,] , A [ S,, ,I, A [ S,,,.] respectively, 
both L and R are isomorphisms of A[S,+,,.+,,..]-modules. 0
Evidently, the inverses have the formulae 
L-’ : w@w'@w"@(G, G', G") 
+(w@ w’@(L&G, LC;;~;.G’)]@ w”@(G U G’, .“I, 
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R-’ : w@ w’@ w”@(G, G’, G”) 
~{w~[~‘~w~‘~(~(;f,(;..G’, L;!,,(;~~G”)]}@(G, G’U G”). 
Thus we have explicit formulae for associativity isomorphisms R- 'L and L ‘R. 
If S and S’ are sets with #S = k, #S' = k' and S U S’ = {a + 1, a + 2,. . , a + 
k + k’} for some a, define 
(S?!) = ({x - a: x E S}, {x - a: x E S’}) 
Given [V] E R(S,) and [V’] E R(S,.), k 5 I and k’ 5 I’. define 
_ _ 
o = w~,~, : F;V # F;,V’+ F:+k.(V # V’) 
bY 
u@u’C3(Y, Y’)- C sgn(y,y~.)uC3u’C3(YUS, Y’US’), 
(S..S’) 
where the summation ranges over all (S, S’) with #S = k, #S’ = k’ and S U S’ = 
{x:Z+l'-k-k'<xsf+I'}. 
Proposition 4.4. (i) The map 2 is a well-defined map of A[S,+,._,_,,]-modules. 
(ii) The map below. whose restrictions to the summands ure the maps 6k,ks, is 
an isomorphism: 
x+~=,F;V#F;>V’~ F,!(V#V’). 
Its inverse w is the restriction to F; (V # V’) of the A-map on V # V’ which takes 
u@u’@(Yus, Y’US’) to 
i!-’ #S! # S’! sgn(y.5>.)u@ u’@(Y, Y’> E VI,,_+, # vl.~~,_+,,,  
where S U S’ = {x: I+ 1’ - i <x 5 1+ l’} 
Proof. (i) The formula is clearly linear in u and u’. One must check that it takes 
values in F:+k.(V # V’) and that (;, commutes with the action; that is, for all 
(p, a) E S,+,s-k_kP x S:,,. C S,,,,, we have 
a~f2[u@u’@(Y, Y’)]=sgna~Z[u@cxu’@(Y, Y’)] 
and 
p~w[uc9u’@(Y, Y’)]=w[p.u@uv(y, Y’)]. 
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These are mildly tedious but straightforward calculations using the formula 
w ~~~~~~~~~~~~ = sgn yyy,sgny,5y. 
(ii) The claimed formula for the inverse is clearly a left inverse. Thus @ 6 is 
injective. But its domain and codomain have the same dimension over A by the 
formula 
f:(xY) = c (f:4KY). 
k+k’=, 
Thus @ & is an isomorphism with inverse as given. Cl 
Proposition 4.5. For u E V E Rep(S,), u’ E V’ E Rep(S,.), 0 5 k 5 1, 0 5 k’ 5 1’ 
and (Y, Y’) E P(I - k, I’ - k’), we have 
W,,,.[u@u’@(Y, Y’)] 
= &k_,,L’[u@u’@(Y+, Y’)]+- (-l)/‘;,.,._,[u~u’~(y, y:)] 1 
where Y, = Y U {r + 1’ - k - k’ + l} and Y; = Y’ U {[ + 1’ - k - k’ + l}. 
Proof. Let m = I + 1’ - k - k’ + 1. This decomposition corresponds to dividing 
the summation into two, one for terms in which m E S, and the other in which 
m E S’. The only point of minor delicacy is to notice that, in the first case, 
Y>Gf, = ( 1) Y.\G) E 1 x s:+,._, c SX+k. , 
so that sgn -y\y, = sgn Y,~G, whereas in the second case, 
cy[l, k + k’]-‘03/.F+xy[k + 1, k + k’] 
= (Y.5Glz 1) E Sk+k.-, x 1 c S!,+k’ 3 
so that sgn y5y = (-Vsgn 72X. 0 
We are now in a position to analyze the differentials in 93(V # V’) in terms of 
those in B(V) and %(%“). 
Lemma 4.6. The composition 
(FfV # Ff.V’) # E,j+A+k’ Gk.u#id A F;+JV #if’) # E,r+h+k. 
dh i!,’ 
A F:+,._,(V # I”) i+ E,,+X+k._, 
is d + (-l)“d’, where d and d’ are the following compositions: 
d = (W,-,.,, #id)~(C#id)~(L~‘R)~(id#C1,)~(R~‘L)~(C#id), 
d’= (wx,kS_, #id)~(L~‘R)~(id#~,.)~(R~‘L). 
Proof. Recall m = I + I’ - k - k’ + 1. Using Proposition 4.5, the given map, 
when applied to [u 63 u’@(Y. Y’)]‘@ e@((z, Z’), produces 
+-,,k.[U@u’@(Y+, Y’)]+(~l)“o,,,.~,[u~u”‘~(Y, Yl)]} 
63 e @ (Z U 2, Z’\Z) . 
Now we use Proposition 4.4. Applying w,., to this element gives zero, if 
i+~=k+k’-l,(k-l,k’)#(i,j)f(k,k’-l).Nowapplyw,~,,,,andw,,,.~,. 
It follows that we must verify the following two equalities: 
[(~,~,.~,#id)Od]([u~u’~(Y, Y’)]@e@(Z. Z’)) 
= iz, cy[~%L~(z), ml. [u @ u’ @(Y+, Y’)] @ e @ (Z U 2, Z’\z) , 
[(w~.~~_, #id)od’]([u@u’@(Y, Y’)]@e@(Z, Z’)) 
=_~~,cy[c.(,(z),m]~[uQiU’~(Y.Y;)]~e~(ZUz,Z’\z). 
Note that the maps on the left-hand sides are obtained by cancelling the first 
factor in d and d’ respectively. The verification of these equalities is a straight- 
forward calculation using the definitions. The identity ~~ Lo = Lo, for B C 
(1,. . . , # A} is helpful. 0 
The following lemma from homological algebra is considerably easier to prove 
than it is to state. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that: 
(i) the diagram in Fig. 1 consists of abelian groups and homomorphisms; 
(ii) the diagonal sequences are exact at every group; 
(iii) the horizontal sequences are exact at every group above and to the right of 
the solid line; 
(iv) forming the direct sum of each column and using the sum of the maps out of 
each group produces a chain complex. (Equivalently, each parallelogram is 
anti-commutative.) 
Then the complex, analogous to that in (iv), but formed by summing only the 
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Fig. 1. 
groups below any given horizontal (dashed) line, is exact at every group to the right 
of the vertical dotted line. 
As implied by the diagram, it is assumed that for some t > 0, A i,, = 0 if i + j > t, 
and that Ai, is zero (or nonexistent) for i + j < 0. 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove exactness at the group which is the direct sum 
of column A:, ,2. Suppose x_? + x_, + x,, + x1 + . . . + x,. goes to zero, where 
x, E A,,,. Because x,_, ~-0 in A,, ,,,,, it follows by (iv) that X,H +y,+, E 
A r+l.l where yl+, ~0 in A.+,,(,. Now choose x,+, E Ar+,,* with x,+, e-y,+,, 
using (iii). Continuing this way, we can find x,+~, . . , x,_? so that xm2 + x_, + 
x,, + . . . + x,_~ goes to zero. Thus it suffices to prove that the complex in (iv) is 
exact at the group formed from column 2 (i.e. we can ignore the horizontal 
(dashed) line. The above argument may be repeated to produce y,- , and x,_, , but 
X,-l = 0 because it is in a zero group. Thus y,_, = 0 and so, by (ii), we can choose 
Z ,m3 E A,-3,3 with z,_~Hx,_~. Let z,_~ HX:~~ E AId3.*. By (iv), x:_~++ +y,_? 
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and so x,~~ - x;~,HO in A,_?,,. By (ii), we may choose z,~~EA,_~,~ with 
2 ,-‘I HX,?.i - _x:_~. Continuing downwards repeating this argument will produce 
elements z,_~, , . , z(,, L,, z+, .x3 such that zm3 + z-, + ... + z,_~ maps to 
.I_, + X_, + . . . + x,-z 
pletes the proof. 0 
under the differential of the complex in (iv). This com- 
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.8. For all V and all s, if 3’(V) is n-exact, then %‘(V # F,) is (n + l)- 
exact. 
Proof. Since n-exactness implies (n + 1)-exactness, it is enough to prove that for 
all k?O, L%‘,z+,-k (V # F,) is exact at %‘,,+,_h,i(V # F,) for all i Z- k + 1. For this 
we carry out the substitution shown in Fig. 2 (the lines give the indexing). 
The maps in the diagram are defined as follows. Using the indexing from 
Lemma 4.7, horizontal line i is the chain complex %,,mi(V) # F,+,+,. The diagonal 
sequence {A,} with i + j = q is the complex FiV # 9,,(F,,+,,+y+,), except that we 
have switched the order of the factors, using C. Thus (ii) of Lemma 4.7 follows by 
Lemma 3.1, and (iii) of Lemma 4.7 is evident from the hypothesis that S(V) is 
n-exact. To verify (iv) of Lemma 4.7 and relate this diagram to 93(V # F,s), note 
that up to isomorphism, using Proposition 4.4, the direct sum of the groups in 
column c below line r is the group 93,,pr.C+l(V # F,+,+,). By Lemma 4.6, the 
chain complex formed by the direct sum of these groups is isomorphic to 
~,,A’ # F,+,+, ) Note that we can take t to be any integer at least as large as 1, 
where [V] E R(S,). The conclusion of Lemma 4.7 gives exactness at exactly the 
right groups, completing the proof of Lemma 4.8 (by considering all s, including 
s<O). 0 
Lemma 4.9. LB,,(V,CBV,)~~,,(V,)C393,,(V,) 
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Proof. Because F,‘(V,&jV7)=(FIV,)$(F,~V,) and (W,@PVw?)#W~(W,#W) 
CD (W, # W), we see that %‘,,,;(I/, @ V,) z 93,,,i(V,) 63 %,,_,(V2). Writing down the 
obvious explicit isomorphisms, it is trivial to calculate that they commute with the 
differentials, as required. Cl 
The reader with expertise in the subject might enjoy exercising her or his 
powers by proving Theorem 1.1 directly from the combinatorial description of the 
Specht modules [l, p. 131. 
5. Bicomplexes, reversing the arrows, and the combinatorial definition of the 
Specht module 
One can apply a3, to each term S13,,,(V) in 9J3,(V) to obtain a bicornplex [3, pp. 
301, 340-3421. Summing diagonals, one then replaces this by a (‘uni’) complex 
which, if B3,(V) and B,,(%,V) are exact, is again exact with ‘O-homology’ +?s%?,(V). 
This procedure can be iterated to yield a complex which, for certain V and 
(k,, . . , k,), is exact with ‘O-homology’ $-, . . . 5!JL,(V). This will hold, for exam- 
ple, if k,r...rk,>...zk,+,,, and V is the irreducible indexed by 
(k ,+,, . . , k,+,,). Taking m = 0, we find that the irreducible representation 
indexed by (k,, . . , k,) is the cokernef of the map 
whose restriction to the (j, i)th summand is given by 
(X ,,...) X,)- 2 (XI,.... x,\x ,..., x,ux ,..., X,). 
XEX, 
One can turn all the arrows around and obtain this representation as the kernel 
of a single map, as follows. If V is an S,-space and ( , ), is a positive definite 
S,-invariant Hermitian form on V, then 
(?J@X, w@ Y) := (u, w)v6x, 
determines an S,+,,- invariant such form on F,‘V # E,,+ ;, where 6,, is the Kronec- 
ker delta. We then have a cochain complex 
i, f 
%,,,V- %.,V I’* - .3,2,2v+ . . 
in which a,’ is adjoint to 8, with respect to the above inner product. An explicit 
formula for a,-,, is 
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lJ@-Y'H c [~,~r_,(YX:~.,~.".rP\).(1-TI-77_-...-7,) 
IEX 
.7TI~i(P,‘YXx’).ul~(~‘u~), 
where (X. X’) E p(1- i, n + i) and T, is the transposition (1- i 1 - i + j). That 
this is a well-defined S,)+,- map independent of ,8, with d,:, ~a(’ = 0 may be proved 
directly as in Proposition 2.2. The term 1 - 7, - rZ - . . . - 7, commutes with the 
term 7~,_,_, (*) to its left. It is needed to force a,‘,, to take values in the subspace 
F,:,V#L,,, of F;V#E,,,,+,. The calculation to show that 61,’ and ai are 
adjoint (up to scalar factor) is quite straightforward. It now follows that S,,,V is 
isomorphic to the kernel of a,‘. Applying ‘bicomplex theory’ we obtain the 
irreducible representation indexed by (k,, . , k,) as the kernel of the map 
E, I # . . . # E,,+ @E,,#--# E,,+,#-# E,,_,# Ex, 
i“, 
whose (i. j)th component is determined by 
.f, 
‘X, 
4 
I-+ ,z,, 
’ x, 
x, u x 
X,\X 
Jt 
The reader who does this calculation should note that we have divided by a 
nonzero integer here. 
As it stands, the above formula seems quite a pleasant way to define the Specht 
module. For reassurance, a combinatorial argument as sketched below checks 
that n ker f,, is the subspace of E,, #. . # EL, generated by the polytabloids [I, 
p. lij.‘Given a polytabloid p defined from the tableau given by ordering each Y, 
in some tabloid 
consider f,,(p). The tabloid 
x, iJx is x,\x occurring in f,, 
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for some tabloid 
which occurs in p, will also occur in 
for exactly one other tabloid 
in p. This is the tabloid in which XI = (X, U x)\x’. XI = (X,\x) U x’, XL = X, for 
k # i or j, where x’ E X, is in the same column as x E X, in that tableau, with 
tabloid 
x, 
i:, x, ’ 
which is obtained by applying a column permutation to p. Since 
differ by the action of a transposition, they occur with opposite signs in p. Hence 
h,(p) = 0, as required. Conversely, to show that n ,._, ker f,, is contained in the 
submodule generated by the polytabloids. we may replace the intersection by 
n’,-, ker f,, (with which it therefore coincides!). One shows by induction on 
is a linear combination of polytabloids, given that f,,(q) = 0 for 2 5 j 5 1. To do 
this, pick some 
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with nx,. .x # 0. Construct a tableau: (1) give X, its (say) natural order, and (2) 
order X, for’; > 1 by using that f,,(q) = 0. It then follows that 
q - (the polytabloid of the above tableau) 
is an element to which the inductive hypothesis applies. 
To reiterate, the proof includes the fact that the Specht module for 
(k,, . . , k,) is also the kernel of the map 
E,, #. . ’ # EL,+ ~~E,,+,#E,,#...#E,,~,#...#E,, 
whose jth component is 
X, 
f,,: ; 
ii 
-2k 
I 
x, 
x, ux 
x2 
x,\x . I % 
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